
Group 3: Final Assignment (Part 2)
Design Requirements
 
Priority Requirement Justification

HIGH Courseland as a Platform for different services connected to 
student information management

Allows development of independent applications 
that offers important services which can be easily 
integrated into the system.

HIGH - Consolidated system to log into rather than multiple 
pages

Logging in should be simple and required only once 
for the entire system, and students should be able 
to save potential course information from the 
catalog description rather than copying and pasting 
numbers leftover from earlier registration systems.

HIGH - Richer, connected course catalog - links to course 
website, connectedness to registration page

More information on courses connected to the 
catalog would allow students to make 
better-informed decisions about classes, and being 
able to add classes to a list or queue of potential 
classes that would be accessible through the 
student dashboard. The list should be sortable by 
priority and would allow one-click registration from 
the list at the student's appointed registration time. 
This would make planning ahead for classes much 
easier. Shopping cart metaphor for class planning?

HIGH
Student Dashboard containing links to course catalog, course 
registration, account balance and holds, graduation 
requirements.

Several users wanted all of this information easily 
accessible, and organizing it together into a 
dashboard would simplify administrative tasks for 
students.

MED Calendar Module that shows current and planned schedule Shows a graphical view of course schedule.

MED Email integration to automatically notify students of registration 
appointment time, etc.

Several of our interviews indicated that users want 
this feature. The current system may not include it 
due to wanting students to log in and check for fees 
and account holds, but we would include that 
information in a dashboard that is the first thing 
visible when the student logs in to plan classes or 
register so it shouldn't be a problem.

 
 
Prototype
 
Goals for Prototype:
1.  Visualize the flow of user-system interactions.
2.  Organization of information from the user perspective.
 
Initial Storyboards:
 
Sketch of system:



 
Dashboard:



 
Current Course page:

 
Future course planning page:



 
Graduation/dregree requirements page:

 
Final system screenshots:
 
Dashboard home page:



 
Current courses page:



 
Graduation/Degree requirements page:



 
Planning future courses page:



 
The Lazy Student's course planning page:



 


